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1 Proposed MELON dataset statistics

This section describes the full dataset statistics in terms of music and image-
caption sets.

1.1 Music audio samples study

• Mood based audio sample distribution: Figure 1 shows the distri-
bution of the Jamendo music dataset [1] audio samples for the selected
moods. The plot is sorted in descending order of number of audio sam-
ples present in a particular mood. The moods are categorized based on
emotions as well as themes where emotions include relaxing, ambiental,
emotional, sad, happy, funnny, romantic, melancholic, calm, positive etc.
and examples of themes are christmas, adventure, action, children, com-
mercial etc. There are few moods associated specific to sound e.g slow,
fast are based on tempo/speed of the music based on beats per minute.
Similarly, soft, cool ,upbeat are based on the pitch of the music.

Figure 1: Histogram plot of selected 50 moods based on number of audio samples
present in the mood.
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• Audio correlation based on mood To analyse the correlations among
the moods, chroma features are used. Chroma features are an interest-
ing and potent representation for music audio. They project the whole
spectrum into 12 bins to represent the 12 unique semitones (or chroma)
of the musical octave. Knowing the distribution of chroma, even with-
out the absolute frequency (i.e., the original octave), can provide useful
musical information about the audio and may even reveal perceived mu-
sical similarity that is not visible in the original spectra because in music,
notes that are exactly one octave apart are perceived as being particularly
similar. Therefore, from an audio of 20sec duration chroma features are
extracted and constant-Q transform [] is applied to get chroma cq fea-
tures. These time-frequency features are averaged across time to generate
a 12d feature vector for the entire audio snippet. Then to compare the
feature correlation between any pair of moods from the mood subset =
{happy, sad, upbeat, calm}, we compute average of euclidean distances of
between samples of same mood (inter-class distance) and similarly be-
tween samples of different moods (intra-class distance). Figure 2 shows
the confusion matrix generated by converting the euclidean distance into
similarity by inverting and mapping into [0, 1].

Figure 2: Confusion matrix of moods happy, sad, upbeat and calm based on
euclidean distance between features.
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1.2 Image-text data distribution

This section will discuss about the diversity of the dataset in terms of different
design elements, objects and themes. Figure 3 shows samples of images from
different moods. It can be observed that the images are very much relevant to
each mood. Since the associated caption also describes the image content, we
plot the word cloud for each mood. Figure 4 demonstrates the diversity and
variability of our dataset using word clouds of 18 different moods. Each subplot
shows words present in the mood extracted from the captions with varying
size and colour. The size is representative of the frequency of the word in the
captions corresponding to that mood. One can note that the word cloud of any
particular mood contains significant variations in tags while being restricted to
the relevant theme. For instance, for the sport word cloud, there are words like
“football”, “soccer”, “fitness”, “basketball” that one would typically associate
with sport.

advertising
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hopeful horror happyfunny
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sad

Figure 3: Sample images from different mood categories
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Figure 4: The plot shows word cloud for different mood categories as (a) adver-
tising (b) ambiental (c) christmas (d) commercial (e) drama (f) emotional (g)
fun (h) game (i) happy (j) hopeful (k) melodic (l) relaxing (m) sad (n) space
(o) sport (p) upbeat (q) summer (r) retro
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2 Comparison of proposed “MELON” dataset
with other datasets

Figure 5 shows the comparison of proposed dataset with other existing datasets
for multi-modal audio retrieval. It can be seen that the orange block contain-
ing images from dataset Shuttersong [2] contain human photos and VGGSound
dataset [3] contains human action images. Similarly, IMEMNet [4] and Au-
dioset [5] also contain images of people whereas MUGEN dataset [6]comprises
of video games images and videos. The right side (blue colour block) shows
images from “MELON” dataset which comprises of design elements like shapes
like flowers, triangles representing mountains and writing in various fonts and
colours. Therefore, this is one-of-a-kind dataset which have not existed before.

Shuttersong VGGSound Melodic-Design

IMEMNet AudioSet

MUGEN

Existing Proposed

Figure 5: Orange block represents existing datasets visual contents and blue
block represent ”Melodic-Design” dataset (proposed) visual content. Existing
datasets focussed on real-world photos and videos whereas Melodic-Design fo-
cussed on design and creative elements.

3 Dataset availability

MELON dataset is available at: Click here. The dataset comprises of design
images and corresponding captions for each mood category. It also contains list
of triplets of image, caption and audio for training and test. The MTG-music
dataset can be downloaded from: MTG-Jamendo github page.
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https://forms.gle/ny32yQFevZ9dD9hH6
https://github.com/MTG/mtg-jamendo-dataset
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